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Award Winners

or our second annual Art of Design Awards we sought trailblazers forging paths
that would stand the test of time—people whose innovations are timeless.
More than 100 candidates were nominated by leaders in the worlds of architecture, interior and garden design, furniture and accessories, jewelry and fabric. A
committee of influential judges—fashion designer Oscar de la Renta, architect Peter
Pennoyer, designers Rose Tarlow and Holly Hunt, author and Veranda columnist
Carolyne Roehm, and David McFadden, chief curator of the Museum of Arts and
Design—pared the list down to seven recipients. From an architect who makes
modern houses that appear gorgeously traditional to a jewelry designer who’s taking an ancient craft to new heights, they represent the best of today and tomorrow.
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T he Ar t of De s i g n Aw a r d s
Interior Design
PA U L W I S E M A N
The Wiseman Group

A

“

MY
I NS PI R AT I O N:

Carl Jung’s Red
Book is a journal
he kept about his
own dreams and
is a fascinating
window onto the
human psyche.

”

clockwise from above left: Drawing for a
custom chaise. Antiques in a Beaux Arts
apartment. Seating area in San Francisco.
A Nob Hill living room.

Fabric Design
BE R N I E D E L E CUONA
de Le Cuona

B

“

MY I NS PI R AT I O N:

I’m South African, and
the bush is one of my
favorite places. I love
camping on the Zambezi
River with nothing but a
Land Rover and a tent.

”

ernie de Le Cuona is obsessive
about quality and has been since
travels in India and Europe set
her on a quest to create the perfect
cloth, woven on old looms in places
like Kashmir and Italy. The result is the
supple stonewashed linens, fine wool
paisleys and rich velvets for which her
fabric brand is now well known.
What began as a mostly neutral line
with a cult following has since grown
to include bright colors and hand-embroidered textiles like bamboo and
jute. “I don’t follow trends,” says the
London-based de Le Cuona. “I do
whatever is fabulous. It’s created a look
that’s neither contemporary nor classic
but has its own personality.”

clockwise from top left : Linen blends in

the Bark collection. Wool-embroidered
Moritz linen. A curtain made from Duchess
paisley. Beige and ivory Lion jacquard linen.

opening page: sChafer: © Eric roth; wiseman and power: tim street-porter. this page: wiseman portrait: matthew millman; dining room and living room: tim street-porter; book:
richard snyder; Seating area: Lisa Romerein; de le cuona images: courtesy of de le cuona; silhouettes: lara robby/studio d

n ingenious sense of balance
and a yen for luxurious custom
work runs throughout Paul
Wiseman’s projects, but what also sets
him apart is how attuned he is to his
clients. “I’m a psychologist by nature,”
he says. Part of his job is to field a client
request for the color red and envision
the rooms that will actually make them
happy. “Often, what they really want
are beige walls.” For Wiseman, a house
is a biography. “An interior is such a
personal reflection.” That kind of
thinking has led him to create rooms
that run the gamut—from a Balinese
pavilion in Hawaii to a Beaux Arts
apartment in San Francisco, where he
lives. Sometimes mind reading is a
decorator’s most valuable talent.
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T he Ar t of De s i g n Aw a r d s
Architecture
GIL SCHAFER

G.P. Schafer Architect

M

y grandfather was an architect,” says New Yorker Gil
Schafer. “It’s genetic.” It’s also
telling. Schafer designs the kinds of
houses—with colonnaded porticoes
and acres of millwork—that appear to
have been handed down for generations, though they are often new and
adapted to modern life. “I try to recreate the character of the houses I grew
up in.” Hand-hewn elements are key.
“Craftsmanship distinguishes architecture.” Emotion is important, too.
“It’s about walking onto a porch that
frames a perfect view or feeling the
crunch of driveway gravel beneath
your feet,” says Schafer. “Ultimately a
house is about how it makes you feel.”

“

MY
I N S PI R AT I O N:

I collect books
that depict
important houses
and gardens—
one of my
favorites is Slim
Aarons’ A Place
in the Sun.

”

clockwise from top center: Bath at Willow

Furniture & Accessories
SUZ AN N E AN D
C H R I S TO P H E R S H A R P
The Rug Company

A

t a time when traditional antiques dominated, Christopher
and Suzanne Sharp started The
Rug Company in London to produce
innovative rugs that broke boundaries.
“Applying artisanal techniques to a
modern product gives you something
very special,” says Christopher.
Since 1997, they have produced
iconic, handmade, in-house pieces
and collaborated with more than 30
fashion, product and textile designers
to bring a diverse approach to the field.
“Our rugs are not necessarily what
your grandparents would have had,”
he says. “But they are heirlooms that
you’ll be able give to your children.”
clockwise from top left : Feathers by

Alexander McQueen. Martyn LawrenceBullard’s Mamounia. Fretwork by Emily
Todhunter. Suzanne’s Chiesa Green.

schafer portrait: anna wolf; bathroom: carter berg; exterior: mick hales; the rug company images: courtesy of the rug company

Grace Farm and the exterior of Schafer’s
home, both in Millbrook, N.Y. Schafer’s
sketches in a Moleskine notebook.
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T he Ar t of De s i g n Aw a r d s
Garden Design
N A N C Y G O S L E E P OW E R
Nancy Goslee Power & Associates

N

ancy Goslee Power’s gardens
were sustainable long before
the term became popular. “I’ve
always used only materials that my
great-grandparents would have,” says
Power, who opened her firm in Los
Angeles in 1980. What’s remarkable
about her work is the lushness she
coaxes out of drought-resistant plants
like agave—a species more associated
with deprivation than sensuality. “Plant
enough of anything and it’s going to be
lovely.” Underpinning this abundance
is geometry: beds hemmed by hedges,
walkways bisecting rows of irises. “It’s
like bone structure.” What Power creates with those two opposing elements
is nothing short of romance.

top right : The Moraga Vineyard in Los

Angeles. bottom left: The palm court at Live
Oaks in Southern California features
a bronze agave fountain at its center.

“

MY I NS PI R AT I O N :

Agaves are
unbelievable—
they’re survivors, but
they’re also beautiful
and sculptural,
like a Brancusi.

”

Jewelry Design
ALESSIO BOSCHI
Autore

“

MY I NS PI R AT I O N :

The shapes of many of
the pieces in the Venezia
collection were based
on the Gothic facade of
the 14th-century Doge’s
Palace in Venice.

”
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clockwise from top left: Gilded Mirror
chandelier earring. A page from Boschi’s
design notebook. The Doge Palace
Reflection ring with a baroque pearl.

power portrait and palm court: victoria pearson; vineyard: tim street-porter; agave: marcia lee;
doge’s palace: dan kitwood/getty images; all others: courtesy of autore

P

earls aren’t just about the classic
single strand anymore,” says
Alessio Boschi, pointing to a baroque specimen in the form of a crab
on his lapel to illustrate his point.
As the designer for Sydney-based
Autore, Boschi has redefined pearls.
He pairs them with gold, silver and
gemstones in dynamic forms that are
multifunctional; earrings double as
brooches or pendants. He also uses an
en tremblant technique—tiny coiled
springs used in the legs of a crab, for
example—to give the works subtle
movement. “I love unique pieces that
tell a story. A piece of jewelry can be a
journey. The more you look at it, the
more you discover over time.”

for more about our art of design winners, see Veranda.com
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